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To the St. Raphael School Community:

Kontakion of St. Raphael
the Bishop of Brooklyn
You were a guardian and a
defender of the Church's
teaching: you protected your
fock from false doctrines and
confrmed them in the true
faith. O holy father
Raphael, son of Syria and
glory of North America,
always intercede before
the Lord that our
souls may be saved.

Ecclesiastes 3:1 says, “For everything there is a
season…” It is with bittersweetness that I bid my season as
the managing editor of the St. Raphael School Journal
goodbye. It has been a wonderful couple of years and I have
enjoyed my time working with the journal immensely. The
Newsletter Team has been a pleasure to work with and I
would like to thank them all for their incredible hard work
and dedication to the Newsletter, as well as their patience
with me as I fumbled through learning how to handle this
position. Thank you. Oh—and since no one can combat me
now that I offcially have the last word: chickens should
defnitely wear crocheted hats.
Even as I leave, however, I cannot but be happy for
the future of the Newsletter. Erika Kjendal, a most excellent
writer and leader, will be taking over as managing editor!
She will do wonderful things for the journal. Though you
hardly need it, Erika, I would like to say…Good luck,
Madam Editor!
Cheers,

Andrea Woolman
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“Long-suffering and readiness to forgive curb anger;
love and compassion wither it.”
~ St. Thalassios the Libyan

Finding you to be another
morning star, O glorious One, /
the Church is illumined by the
brilliance of your words. / She
cries out to you: “Rejoice, allblessed and divinely-wise
Isidore.”
Kontakion: (Tone 4)

Note from the Editor

Dear St. Raphael Journal readers, thank you for checking out our newsletter! I am overjoyed at
this opportunity to be the next managing editor for the journal! I look forward to working with
our wonderful team and helping publish all the amazing work the students of our school put out.
I am incredibly grateful to Andrea and Presb. Maria for helping prepare me to take up this role.
So I proceed forward with their guidance and God's help! As always: To submit names for
the prayer list or a student submission, email the Newsletter team here.

Erika Kjendal
Managing Editor & Website Coordinator
St. Raphael School Journal
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Featured Essay
Relatability: A Modern Virtue
By Julia Sheridan
There is a new and
strange virtue in circulation
among our society. Imagine,
now, that you take up a book
and at once feel so at home with
the characters and their outlooks
and personalities, that you feel as
if you and the characters share a
bond of mutual understanding.
This phenomenon of connection
extends beyond literature. In
music, movies, and
entertainment of all forms, there
can be this connection between
the audience and the art when
their perspectives are similar.
This similarity has been termed
“relatability,” because the
audience and art relate on their
points of view concerning the
topic being explored. This
connection is the creator’s
appeal to the audience’s pathos,
which is vitally necessary for a
healthy story. Entertainment
without emotional appeals would
fail to be entertaining.
Therefore, entertainment
ought to employ pathos to
connect with their audience.
And to be praised as relatable is
a natural response to a well
written script or a new song. But
how startled I was when I was
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We humans can relate to
passions just as readily as we can
relate to the virtues, if not more
so. So here a distinction must be
made between the good books,
and the poor ones, the good
entertainment, and the trash.
Simply relating to something
doesn’t tell you anything about
its quality. If I do not relate to
Shakespeare, I can still read his
work and be enriched by it
regardless. And if I relate to cat
memes, they can still waste my
time. I urge you, my fellow
“I urge you, my fellow
philosophers, to consider frst the
philosophers, to consider frst the quality of the relation before
quality of the relation before
praising the relationship. Often
praising the relationship.”
reaching above what we easily
understand and relate to will
improve our minds as we widen
our understanding. And it is such
connect with the author, the
a joy to suddenly fnd that we
characters, and our fellow
relate to the philosophy
consumers, it is only natural to
expounded upon by Socrates, or
feel pleased and to recommend
the concepts presented by
the source of our connection as Aristotle, when we exclaim: “I
was wondering about that too!”
“relatable.” When advertising
Is this relatability, which follows
something as relatable, I argue,
we are actually advertising it as a our search for quality, not more
fulflling than the relatability that
form of connection, without
follows our search for
realizing it. The problem with
connection?
this is, predictably, our fallen
nature.
frst being recommended content
(books, movies, etc.) solely on
their relatability: “Oh, it’s so
relatable!”
Now, what light can be
thrown upon this new form of
praise? Why is relatability the
highest praise from critics? Every
human desires to be loved and
accepted by their group. If
through a book, a video, or a
meme, we understand and
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Reflection of the Month
The Call to Action
By Owen Bender
As Orthodox Christians,
we preach that the ultimate good
is salvation and that lesser goods
here on earth pale in
comparison. We believe that one
should strive for spiritual selfimprovement for the whole of
their life, painstakingly cleaning
the evil that clogs their heart to
let the love of God fow in. As
put by the Apostle Paul, “If I
give away all I have, and if I
deliver up my body to be
burned, but have not love, I gain
nothing.” Such sacrifcial actions
are only good in that they are
manifestations of this love. Given
this, it doesn’t seem too
unreasonable to question why we
all don’t simply head off to
monasteries to spend the rest of
our days eating, sleeping,
working to survive, and in
contemplative prayer and
theological studies to grow such
love in us.
However, God did not
create this world for nothing,
and to spend all of life only
waiting impatiently for death
would be a foolish waste. As said
before, selfess acts of kindness to
the others in the world are the
active manifestation of love, but
the connection between action
and thought is not one-way.
Seasons of fasting strengthen our
natural resistance to the
St. Raphael School Journal

them down or refuse to help
simply because of the color of
their skin or where they are
from. God has given us gifts, but
it is our responsibility to use
them where they are needed.
However, even once we
feel motivated to do this, it can
be diffcult to know where to
start when faced with such big
and intimidating problems.
Thankfully, a caring heart affects
more than the way a person acts;
the state of our hearts determines
“ It is our duty as Christians to how we see the world around us.
God will present opportunities
carry the love of Christ to those
for us to do good if and when he
who cannot fnd it on their
wants too, and it is just a
own.”
question of keeping a vigilant
watch.
When you do fnd an
through love of all who seek it, a outlet or source of inspiration to
have a positive impact on the
vast choir of many individual
members yet one harmonic voice world, it would be a bad idea not
that sings of the glory of God. It to use it if you can, but an even
is our duty as Christians to carry worse one not to bring it to
others. As an example, this call
the love of Christ to those who
cannot fnd it on their own. In a to direct action against injustice
is not mine, but was given to me
wonderful environment like St.
Raphael’s, we have the privilege by Dr. Martin Luther King, jr.
in his open letter written from
to spend time improving our
Birmingham City Jail. I heard a
minds and growing in wisdom.
message that needed to be
Not everyone has such an
opportunity. The world is full of spread. I hope this seed falls on
fertile ground.
people who continue to live in
poverty or even a life of crime,
not often for a lack of effort to do
better, but because many beat
temptation of gluttony. A
regulated schedule of almsgiving
loosens our emotional
attachment to money. Choosing
to listen to others when we
would rather not enlightens us
toward empathy.
Even more important
than this relation of action to
intention is the fundamental
nature of the Kingdom of
Heaven; it is a unifcation
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Current Events
Dancing In Frigid Waters
A Bulgarian Theophany Tradition
By Grace Wagner
Most of us are likely
familiar with the Orthodox
Christian tradition of blessing
bodies of water such as lakes or
rivers on January 6th (or on
January 19th on the Julian
Calendar) in Celebration of
Theophany, but many
predominantly Orthodox
countries around the world have
their own unique Theophany
traditions as well. For instance,
in Greece to celebrate
Theophany (called Theophania
in Greek) after the priest has
thrown the blessed cross into the
icy waters and the people dive
into the water to retrieve the
cross, a white dove is released to
symbolize the Holy Spirit. In
Russia, the shape of a cross is
often cut into the ice of rivers
and lakes, and many people
choose to submerge themselves
in the frigid water as part of the
Theophany celebration and
blessing of the waters. In
Bulgaria, Theophany is greatly
beloved because over one
hundred and thirty-three
thousand people celebrate their
names day in commemoration of
St. John the Baptist.
One of the most
fascinating Theophany traditions
takes place in the small town of
Kalofer in the heart of central
Bulgaria (located between the
St. Raphael School Journal

Vasilka,” which in English
means “Vasilka Has Fallen In
Love.” Additionally, sometime
during the ceremony a priest
throws a cross into the river and
the men compete to see who can
have the honor of retrieving the
cross. Whoever retrieves the
cross is believed to be granted
good health for the rest of the
year, and after the cross is
caught, it is handed to the
youngest participant in the
“ One of the most fascinating
dance.
Theophany traditions takes
Local Bulgarians claim
place in the small town of
Kalofer’s unique tradition has
Kalofer in the heart of central
been celebrated for over two
Bulgaria”
hundred years, but many
ethnologists believe that the
tradition is much more recent
As they wade through the waist than the locals seem to believe.
high icy waters some of the men Regardless, every year visitors
fock from all over the country to
proudly carry the Bulgarian
view the traditional dance and
national fag while other men
beat on drums or play bagpipes. all housing accommodations
near Kalofer are flled months in
As they wade through the river
they push away the ice chunks to advance. A three minute clip of
clear a path to walk through the the mens’ traditional dance and
water. As part of the ceremony, singing in the icy river from this
year can be viewed here.
they sing traditional Bulgarian
Thankfully, this year the weather
folk songs and perform a
“mazhko horo,” which is a men’s was warmer than in past years
dance. The tradition usually lasts when the dancers had to brave
sub-zero temperatures.
for almost a half an hour as the
participants brave the extreme
cold. The song that has become
the unoffcial anthem of the
men’s dance is titled “Zaljubila e
Balkan mountains in the North
and the Sredna Gora in the
South). Dozens of men celebrate
the feast called Yordanovden in
Bulgarian (or Jordan’s Day in
English) by wading through the
freezing cold Tundzha river
dressed in traditional Bulgarian
costumes with embroidered
white shirts and bright red belts.
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Student Submissions
Student Submissions
WEATHER
By Ellie Heise

HAVE I WONDERED LONG ENOUGH?
By Thomas Bean

Spring is here again,
To water my maple tree.
Her rain patters on my roof,
And she slowly makes shining puddles.
But she can’t stay for long,
She has other trees to water.
So we splash for a while, until it’s time to go.
We’ll see her again next year.

Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter,
Up in the north, the wood slowly becoming cinder.
The light, cold, frosty wind, sweeps through the
countryside,
On the ocean shore, signaling the arrival of the morning
tide.

Summer is here again,
To help my maple tree grow.
Her sun beams through my trees,
And she beautifully lights up the sky.
But she can’t stay for long,
She has other trees to grow.
So we walk for a while, until it’s time to go.
We’ll see her again next year.
Autumn is here again,
To dance with my maple’s leaves.
Her wind twirls and swirls,
And she gently plants new seeds.
But she can’t stay for long,
She has other leaves to dance with.
So we sit for a while, until it’s time to go.
We’ll see her again next year.
Winter is here at last,
To keep my maple tree warm.
Her snow comes down in swirls,
And she makes a lovely white path.
But she can’t stay for long,
She has other trees to warm up.
So we play for a while, until it’s time to go.
We’ll see her again this year.
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The north remains, snowy, muddy, and bare,
Uncertainty starts creating despair in the muddy, frosty
air.
Whom shall come with coal and wood?
And with this storming, dark blizzard, could it happen?
Could?
Treacherous winds blowing mighty,
The icy house, still stands, stands sadly.
Nefarious noises, haunting the night.
The poor worried family, huddles closer to the
candlelight.
Warmth now seems an impossible task,
Is that too much to ask?
Food is rationed and stored,
Continuous blessed prayers to the Lord.
The wind softens all of a sudden,
Prayers and tears of joy fow out by the dozen.
The so hard-fought cabin still grandly stands,
For, these are God-blessed lands.
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Student Submissions
A Journey of Lost Soul
By Anastasia Fahey, Eudora Mathewes, Genevieve Bell, and Abby Roth
at the moment I don’t have enough money to do
so. Father, I feel like God has forgotten about
me.” The elder sat thinking for a while, but at last
he spoke,
“What is your name?”
“John,” I replied.
“Well, John, on the eastern side of this island
there is a mountain. I want you to climb to the
top. I believe you will fnd your answer up there.”
With that he led me out of the tiny cell and gave
me his blessing.
Some divine force led me to the foot of a towering
mountain. A gushing river was blocking my path
though. This river was teeming and bubbling with
energy. It reminded me of the temptation of
idleness because of its never ending movement.
Laziness never seems to leave my mind, because it
is such a large temptation, I thought. “Well, I’ll
Chapter One
have to turn back because there is obviously no
The River of Idleness
way to cross it.” Without knowing, I had just
“Father, please! You must help me! I don’t know succumbed to the temptation by not asking for
what to do!” The peculiar elder led me to a chair God’s help. However, before the river was out of
and offered me a seat.
sight I spotted a small rowboat along the shore.
“Calm down, my child, and tell me all your
Immediately I inspected it and found it quite
worries. God will help you.” Beneath the aged
seaworthy. I set out in my little vessel. Crossing
face and raggedy chestnut brown beard was a
the river was not without struggle, and by the time
smile such that I had never seen. The long cloak
I reached the other side my arms and back were
and animal skin robe he was wearing added to his aching terribly. Why, I just realized how we can
curious appearance, but his serene countenance
conquer the temptation of laziness! I thought. My
penetrated my entire being. I wondered how a
struggle in crossing the river is just like fghting
human could attain such heavenly peace.
idleness through fasting, prayer, and reading the
“Well, Father, I’ve been having a very hard time. Scriptures. Thank you God for revealing this to
You see, my wife died just a month ago. I cannot me! With that, I continued on my journey along a
live without her. She was the joy of my life.
path leading up the mountainside.
Recently my only son was diagnosed with brain
Please continue reading the rest of this beautiful
cancer, and the hospital bills are quite expensive,
spiritual manual story here
so I had to accept a new job with a higher pay.
This requires me to move to a different state, and
St. Raphael School Journal
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Student Submissions
Student Submissions
THE SAINTS THAT GUARD NOVEMBER
September Nature Observation
By Ruth Olivia Colyar
The sun shines down upon the earth,
the one we live on and adore.
The sun shines down upon the earth,
the home of Saints before.
Kosmas and Blessed Damian,
Healers of those who ail,
You shield us from uncomfortable sicknesses,
As clouds throw down fst fulls of hail.
Seraphim, Cherubim, Thrones,
The Angles that, like birds gracefully fy.
Michael, Gabriel, Raphael,
With blue birds, the hymns they sweetly cry.
Menas, Oh beloved protector,
A sweet smelling unmovable pine tree,
While the rest had shed their hope and are bare,
You stay green and call them in the Spring.
John, the Golden Chrysostom,
Teacher, lover, giver.
Whilst the sun’s rays run short in these months,
Your bright shining grace leads forever.
The sun shines down upon the earth,
the one we live on and adore.
The suns shines down upon the earth,
the home of Saints before.
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Student Submissions
Student Submissions
SUMMARY OF A CHRISTMAS CAROL: STAVE 1
By Joseph Brumley
Quote:
“...I wear the chain I forged in life,” replied the ghost. “I made it link by link, and yard by yard…”
Context:
A mean old man called scrooge, a “Tight fsted hand at the grindstone” worked in a dark cold
offce scratching away bills and accounts. This offce once housed two old men. The other? Scrooge's
business partner, Marly. Marly seven years dead.
After a long grumpy day at work, Scrooge tramped home. Upon arrival, he saw, yet again, the
old bear's head knocker on his front door. But this time something strange happened. In the knocker's
face appears His old associate: Marly. Creepy.
Once inside, and after a thorough search of his bed-room, Scrooge heads off to bed. That’s
when the next strange thing happens. He is visited by the blue tinted ghost of his old (and only) friend;
Marly. This mournful ghost explains to Scrooge that the chains he wears are scars from his lifetime
living. He says that Scrooge has his own long and heavy chain just waiting for him at his demise, but
he can be saved. Be rid of the chain. Marly tells him he will be visited by three ghosts, over a period of
three nights. The frst spirit will appear at one in the morning. The same time for the second
messenger on the second night. And for the fnal: midnight. He is told these apparitions will help him.
They are his only chance to change. And to cap the night off, he sees many others like Marly. With
their own chains of grief and crimes hanging behind them. Hampering them.

PICTURE BY NADYA DONCHEVA

FALL
By Martha Lawry
The nipping wind that plucks the leaves of the trees is playful
But we crave the beautiful
Snow that is soft and gentile and sweet
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Theosis of the Arts
The Symbolism of the Candle
By Theodora Cuica
The burning candle melts just as
a Christian does in his holy
struggles to enlighten others with
The candle is even offered for its his words and deeds. He melts
likeness to fre, in other words to like a candle and he sacrifces
himself for the love of God and
The following piece comes from divinity. A candle’s glow
resembles fre. Just as a candle is his neighbor.
a pamphlet that was based on
The light of the candle is the
Saint Symeon of Thessalonica’s
fame of faith. In holy scripture,
writings but authored by the Mt.
God is characterized as light.
Athos Candles Company in
God on the frst day of creation
Wisconsin. Before reading the
created light. He Himself
excerpt, I wasn’t aware of the
appeared in the bush that
symbolism behind the candles
burned in front of Moses and
and what it means to the
was like a burning column that
Christian Orthodox Faith. When
went ahead and guided the
lighting candles, we often do so
Israelite people. We offer our
in prayer, whether to glorify
pure beeswax candle so that its
God, pray for those in our lives,
fragrance of purity can be like
or honor the ones who have
that of the soul of man. As It
fallen asleep in the Lord, but
united in all its components, this melts away, the candle
there seems to be another
demonstrates the stability of love symbolizes the spiritual joy, as
meaning that is truly worth
and peace.
reading about.
well as the metanoia of the heart.
When the pure wax from the
As the wax is soft, so are the
“The candle we offer symbolizes bees of which candles are made, hearts that are softened by love
the one nature of Christ is
the purity of the offering which
and forgiveness.”
shown, the human nature. And
agrees with the divine sign of
as wax comes from the bees that If you would like to read more
Christianity. It symbolizes
are virgins, so did the body of
meekness and our obedience,
on the subject, here is a
while its softness symbolizes our the Lord come from the virginal suggested website:
womb of the ever-virgin Mary.
transfguration.
https://orthodoxtimes.com/can
It symbolizes three virtues: faith dle-what-is-its-signifcance-andbecause it dispels darkness, hope symbolism-in-orthodoxy/
The beeswax is composed of
many fowers and symbolizes the because it turns our minds to
grace of the Holy Spirit and the heaven, and love which wants us
to offer our body and soul to
offering is made by all and for
God.
the grace of all since it is
Good morning! Good
Afternoon! Good Evening! And
welcome to the Column
“Theosis Through The Arts”!
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composed of almost all the
fowers.
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Poetry Corner
A World Full Of Oceans
By Genevieve Bell
Picture by Natasha Richart

The ocean greets me with her usual nonchalance
I smile at her playful waves,
The iridescent shimmer of her form,
She is my calm after a raging storm.
Her arms twist and roll
They break apart, then become whole
If we could all be immortal
Would the ocean be content?
She makes no comment
If we could be immortal,
Would we be oceans?
A world full of oceans.
She smiles.
The ocean greets me with her usual nonchalance
I join her with open arms.
A world full of oceans welcomes me.
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School News
Month Highlights
Collected and Edited by Mary Kjendal
Level 4 Literature

Level 6 Literature

Level 6 Catechism

In this month of January,
Level 4 has begun The Story of
the Romans by H.A. Guerber.
In nature studies we have begun
to learn about the ocean. During
poetry we have been sharing our
poems about Christmas door
knockers.
Contributed by Nicholas Kjendal

In Section 1 of Ancient
Classics Literature with Mr.
Bradshaw, the class has just
fnished up with an amazing
work of art by C.S. Lewis, Till
We Have Faces. It is a retelling
of the Greek myth of Cupid and
Psyche told from the perspective
of one of the sisters, and it is full
of Christian themes,
philosophical thoughts, and
intriguing adventure. Now, they
are in the midst of oral exams,
which several of the students got
together to study for, and then
they will look at an essay by
Tolkien, “On Faerie Stories.” All
in all, it’s been a great month.
Contributed by Anders Kjendal

In Catechism Level 6 the
students are about to begin a
new essay on virtue, ‘What it is
and Why it is Essential’. To
better understand this subject the
students have had many
enjoyable discussions on the
topic and have been reading
what St. Theophan says about
virtue in Unseen Warfare. They
have also fnished their projects
on writing their own ‘spiritual
manuals’. All of their ideas and
essays were very creative and
well written. This semester so far
has been flled with joy, and all
the students have learned so
much and grown through the
words of St. Theophan and his
book Unseen Warfare.
Contributed by Genevieve Bell

Level 5 Literature
The students of Level 5
British Classics came back from
Christmas break ready for the
excitement that awaited. They
jumped straight into the deep
end with discussions, debates
and reading assignments about
the history of England. They are
currently getting ready to fnish
the book they are reading and
move onto their next one.
Contributed by Susanna Dorham
Level 5 Catechism
The students of
Catechism Level 5 returned
from break and started right
back into their reading of the
Bible and discussions of it.
Already they have had some
very productive conversations
and are now preparing for a
quarterly exam.
Contributed by Susanna Dorham
St. Raphael School Journal

Level 6 History
This semester, History
Level 6 has thoroughly read and
discussed Polybius’ The
Histories. The text began with
the wars in Asia and Greece, and
led all the way up to the
dramatic climax of the Second
Punic War. During classes,
students focused on some of
Polybius’ main themes, such as
the role of Fortune, what starts
wars, and what makes a war just.
Contributed by Julianna Esparza

Level 7 Literature
By the time this is out,
Level 7 literature will have
written their essay on Dante's
Purgatory, either focusing on the
structure of Purgatory according
to love, or the role of the
character of Virgil representing
wisdom and goodwill without
faith in God and His eternal
Kingdom.
Contributed by Owen Bender
February 2022
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More School News
Month Highlights
Collected and Edited by Mary Kjendal
Level 7 Catechism
This semester, Level 7
Catechism students will have a
weekly assigned section of text
provided for them over
Schoology by Fr. Timothy
(beginning with the topics of
faith and the Trinity) to ready
them for each class's discussion.
Contributed by Nina Gillquist
Reading in Greek
New Testament Readings have
now begun personal pronouns
and are learning the paradigms
for I/me/we/us; you; he/she/it;
and they (masculine, feminine,
and neuter).
Contributed by Aislinn Hawkins

Iconography
Apprenticeship 1

Iconography
Apprenticeship 2

The students of
Iconography Apprenticeship
Level 1 have been very excited
to resume classes after the
enjoyable Christmas break. They
have, with much care,
preparation, and skill added the
second fesh onto their icons of
the Holy Face. They have also
been studying several different
paintings of Christ made over
the centuries, and examined how
they apply to iconography today.
Lastly, the students have chosen
their Spring Projects which will
help them advance and refne
certain skills.
Contributed by Anastasia Fahey

After winter break,
students have kept up their skills
and are working diligently.
Going from a plain white,
handmade board to a beautiful
gold gilded halo and lines
guiding the beautiful colors of
the Theotokos and Christ
Themselves. The students have
spent hours and hours of
prayerful work, beautifully
growing spiritually and
artistically. They have studied
facial features and highlights to
ensure that they can beautifully
refect the love of the Theotokos
and Christ. Students have been
reading from iconographers and
studying famous icons. Most
recently, they have decided what
they will do as their “Spring
Projects” which will help them
overcome their weaknesses.
Contributed by Samuel Jenkins

Elements of Church Music
The students of Elements
of Church Music came back
from break ready for a new
challenge, which was quickly
provided in the form of new
hymns and theory to learn. They
have been working through
assignments in class before going
to work on them on their own
out of class. They are having fun
fguring things out and look
forward to moving onto new
topics every week.
Contributed by Susanna Dorham
St. Raphael School Journal

Advertisement
Are you interested in being a class advocate?

What do they do?
They write a short paragraph each month refecting back in
what the class has read, discussed, achieved, etc.
Available Positions
Catechism Level 4
Russian 1
Greek 1
Russian 2
Greek 2

Contact:
raphaelschooljournal@gmail.com
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"Life is like a bicycle. To keep your balance,
you must keep moving."
-Albert Einstein

"The only constant
in life is change.”

Theodora Cuica

Erika Kjendal

Column Writer

Managing Editor
Website CoordinatorX

“I can do all things through Christ who
strengthens me.”
- Philippians 4:13

Natasha Richart

Column Writer

“You can never get a cup of tea large
enough or a book long enough to suit me.”
- C.S. Lewis

Julia Sheridan

Column Writer

“My grace is suffcient for you, my “Is there any pleasure on earth as great as a
power is made perfect in weakness.” circle of Christian friends by a good fre?”
-C.S. Lewis
- 2 Cor. 12:9

x

Genevieve Bell

Mary Kjendal

Column Writer

Column Writer

"All grown-ups were once children...but only “Poetry is when an emotion has found its “Kindness is the language the deaf
few of them remember it."
thoughts and the thought has found words.” can hear and the blind can see.”
- The Little Prince
- Mark Twain
- Robert Frost
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